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SPRING  MUSICAL

savoring the 
sweetness



MON  10

3 :45  TO  9 :00

TUES  11

3 :45  TO  9 :00

WED  12  - -  TU  18

WED  19

3 :45  TO  9 :00

3 : 15

THU  20

3 :45  TO  9 :00

FRI  21

3 :45  TO  9 :00

LOOKING  AHEAD

SAT  22  - -  WED  26

REHEARSAL  SCHEDULE

RUN  SHOW  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

MANDATORY  - -  NO  CONFLICTS  

LOCATION :   HANNON  THEATRE  

RUN  SHOW  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

MANDATORY  - -  NO  CONFLICTS    

LOCATION :   HANNON  THEATRE    

EASTER  VACATION !  

CREW  WATCH    

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

MANDATORY  - -  NO  CONFLICTS  

LOCATION :   HANNON  THEATRE    

BUSINESS :   THEATRE  COUNCIL  MEETING  

TECH  REHEARSAL    

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

MANDATORY  - -  NO  CONFLICTS  

LOCATION :   HANNON  THEATRE    

TECH  REHEARSAL  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

MANDATORY  - -  NO  CONFLICTS  

LOCATION :   HANNON  THEATRE     

TECH  WEEK  

REHEARSALS  - -  MEN  - -  AFTER  SCHOOL  UNTIL  1 1 :00  

                                       WOMEN  - -  4 :00  UNTIL  1 1 :00  
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for two weeks!



milking it

My mother had a serious sweet tooth and loved to bake. 

Therefore, I grew up thinking it was perfectly normal to 

have sugar be the main ingredient of most every meal. 

Being the sixth of seven kids in the house however, meant 

the rare occasion of eating a full bowl of sugar-coated 

cereal goodness and hearing that delightful crunchy sound 

was a major accomplishment to be savored.  To this day, 

looking in the cupboard and seeing an array of my favorite 

breakfast cereals feels like luxury to me.  And having a big 

bowl of cartoon character clumps of calories?  Heaven.  

I know "crunch time" usually means a stressful period right 

before a big deadline. But to me, crunchiness still means 

getting to experience little nuggets of corny sweetness. 

 Invariably, I find that when we are all stretched beyond our 

limits, and it feels like all our energy is getting chewed up, 

somehow magic happens.  The show finally comes together 

and you remember the inspiration you couldn't find was to 

be found in the crunch, crunch, crunch of the doing.  That's 

why you won't hear me complain about long hours.   

Ultimately, the fun we have and sense of accomplishment is 

just too sweet. 

Ad majorem Dei gloriam,  

   
Walter D. Wolfe, Managing Artistic Director

Milking It — The sound of applause can be 

intoxicating and the addicted may often be 

accused of "milking the audience." During a 

curtain call, if an actor exaggerates his bow 

and stays centerstage longer than others, an 

audience might feel obliged to prolong his 

ovation.  Ultimately though, the side effect of 

such bravado is resentment in both the 

audience and among fellow cast members. 

Sometimes called "stealing an extra bow," it is 

generally considered "low class" and is 

anathema to the ensemble philosophy, 

because it clearly suggests that some 

performers see themselves as more important. 

  

From the Director's Chair

Pretentious Theatre Term of the Week 



i've chosen to 

treat my life more 

like a 

 than something 

to stress about. 

T O N Y  AWA R D  W I N N I N G  P E R F O RM E R  &  

F O RM E R  H T C  P A R E N T

party

Martin Short



 The test of a really meaningful growth experience in the theatre involves an honest evaluation of whether every

member of the company feels valued and knows that their contribution to the process is important.  With that

objective in mind, the logistics of managing thirty-two cast members and juggling their individual needs against

the needs of the entire group can be fraught with significant danger.  

In the past, the biggest problem has been the placement of our Easter Vacation break and its relationship to the

placement of Opening Night.  Because Easter changes from year to year, where the break falls ends up affecting

different stages of the rehearsal process.  Nonetheless, it is always within a month of the show opening and

therefore rehearsals stopping for the entire 13 days of vacation is prohibitive to a successful learning experience.

Rightfully so, our administration has requested that our rehearsals do take a brief hiatus during that vacation

period in respect of the religious importance of the holiday.  We break from Holy Week Wednesday through Easter

Week Tuesday.             

The main issues are family vacation plans and college visits during that time.  If parents extend their plans to a

couple of days before or a few days after HTC's seven day Easter Break, we would eventually not have anyone at

rehearsal.  The rehearsals surrounding vacation are mandatory and exceptions will not be made for anyone.  If

someone in the cast misses a mandatory rehearsal, he/she will be dismissed from participation regardless of their

role in the production.             

Ironically, it is not "newbies" that cause the most issues with this policy.  Whereas seniors should have a stronger

sense of the commitment due to their participation in prior shows, that logic does not always play out.  Because

seniors have more experience in the program, they have developed a rapport with the directors.  They have

evidence of the directing team's genuine affection and care for their individual needs.  However, this collegiality

often is misconstrued.  Often, veteran students are under the impression that the directing team will make an

exception for them, allowing them to do what the directors do not allow anyone else to do.  Or they believe if they

are in a leading role that the directors will make an exception for them because they are indispensable.  The

directing team must remain firm and take on the hardship of any consequences in order to keep this rule alive.        

About every three to four years, someone tests the waters because the memory of the last occurrence is now not a

personal one but merely a legend from "days of old."  The last dismissal of cast members close to opening night

occurred in 2012.  One's parent insisted his son's life would be ruined if he did not see Columbia University during

the Easter Break and therefore the directors were unjustified in releasing him from the production.  It resulted in

threats of getting the Artistic Director fired and incriminations that questioned his character.  That was not

pleasant.  Another parent of a performer in the same production was complicit in lying to the Artistic Director that

her daughter was ill and unable to make the most important rehearsal during tech week.  She was in fact at her

boyfriend's prom at St. Francis High.  Kicking kids out of the show had massive morale and artistic repercussions as

it does every time it happens.  However, keeping undisciplined performers in a show when others make sacrifices to

be present is patently unfair.         

With our crunch time upon us, we are fully aware that it is also crunch time for other aspects of a student's life.

However, the risk one took in embarking on this journey with us has always been that one's individual needs may

need to be supplanted for the greater good. We are due for such a misunderstanding, as those anecdotes date back

four years. But the directing team is adamant about parents and students alike being aware that decisions made

for the sake of fairness do have serious repercussions for all.    

–why mandatory 
rehearsals?



crunching the numbers
HTC THEATRE PRODUCTION

fun with math!
 performances

seats to fill

square feet 

rehearsal hours

Some theatre programs have only one 

weekend of performances.  We, in HTC,  

feel young performers only get a true sense of 

what it means to grow and develop a 

performance when they get to play and 

experience the reaction of several audiences.  

To have a true "sold out" performance, 

we have to get a bunch of people into 

those blue chairs for each show.  Invite

your friends and neighbors!

Hannon's stage has a proscenium 

width of 65 feet and a depth of 35 

feet, making it roughly the same size 

or bigger than most stages on 

Broadway!

As of April 11,  each cast member will have

put in an average of 180 hours of rehearsal.

 With 32 cast members, the combined

man-hours total is impressive!

275
7

of stage space2,275

5,760



reminders

Some parents have yet to join the Remind app.  I would 
like to request all parents to register and add themselves 
to the Spring Musical Parents text group at:

https://www.remind.com/join/sprmuspar 

The Remind app allows me to send out emergency and 
reminder texts without compromising anyone else's 
information. The message comes as a 140 character, 
tweet-like text message. 

If you had joined the Remind Parent Group for another 
production,  you will need to sign up again by texting 
@sprmuspar to the number 81010.  You will receive a 
welcome text from Remind as proof of your registration 
with this group.   If anyone has trouble with 81010, you can 
try texting @sprmuspar to (323) 284-6376 

   

timely

emergency communication

dress rehearsal supplies
For our first dress rehearsal on Saturday, April 22, you will need to pack the
following:   

1.  Your Ben-Nye Theatrical Makeup Kit.  

2.  Makeup Remover:  You are welcome to use whatever makeup remover you find
works with your skin type.  An easy solution is to use baby shampoo and then
follow it up with a good moisturizer.   

3.  A towel and any other bathroom hygiene materials.  

4.  Materials to keep occupied during down-time. (i.e. schoolwork). Electronic
devices of any kind (laptop, tablet, cell phone) are prohibited during show time.   

5.  Bathrobe/Cover-up:   When not onstage, you should be handling your costumes

with special care.  Costumes should never leave the theatre and a robe should be
worn over to completely cover the costume during eating or drinking periods.  

 NOTE:  Costumes or costume pieces left on the floor and/or not returned to their
proper place each night are collected nightly and may be returned to their
owners for a $1 fee per costume piece. 

   



LOYOLA  HIGH  SCHOOL   |  LOS  ANGELES
www .hannontheat re .com

pop.

crackle.snap.

crunch. 
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